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a b s t r a c t

It is often claimed that discrete-event simulation (DES) models are useful for generating insights. There is,

however, almost no empirical evidence to support this claim. To address this issue we perform an experi-

mental study which investigates the role of DES, specifically the simulation animation and statistical results,

in generating insight (an ‘Aha!’ moment). Undergraduate students were placed in three separate groups and

given a task to solve using a model with only animation, a model with only statistical results, or using no

model at all. The task was based around the UK’s NHS111 telephone service for non-emergency health care.

Performance was measured based on whether participants solved the task with insight, the time taken to

achieve insight and the participants’ problem-solving patterns. The results show that there is some associ-

ation between insight generation and the use of a simulation model, particularly the use of the statistical

results generated from the model. While there is no evidence that insights were generated more frequently

from statistical results than the use of animation, the participants using the statistical results generated in-

sights more rapidly.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. and Association of European Operational Research Societies (EURO) within the

International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Discrete-event simulation (DES) is a popular modelling technique

that is claimed to support problem solving and decision making.

Indeed, it is often said that clients gain ‘insights’ as a result of simula-

tion interventions, especially from the simulation animation (Bayer,

Bolt, Brailsford, & Kapsali, 2014; Belton & Elder, 1994; de Vreede &

Verbaeck, 1996; Hurrion, 1986; O’Kane, 2004; Pidd, 2010; Proudlove,

Black, & Fletcher, 2007; van der Zee & Slomp, 2009). However, the

term ‘insight’ is used quite loosely to mean an improved understand-

ing. Cognitive psychologists explain that insights may refer not just to

the acquisition of better understanding, but also to the experience of

sudden shifts in understanding or ‘Aha!’ moments. More specifically,

insight is defined as ‘the cognitive process by which a problem solver

suddenly moves from a state of not knowing how to solve a problem to

a state of knowing how to solve that problem’ (Mayer, 2010, p. 276).

Given the claims about simulation in insight generation and

the huge growth in simulation literature over the last two decades

(Powers, Sanchez, & Lucas, 2012), it is surprising that there is almost

no empirical evidence to support the claims about insight. Evidence

of learning outcomes is scarcely published in simulation papers (Fone
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et al., 2003). Even where the learning outcomes are reported, there

is generally no explanation of the causal mechanism for learning, let

alone Aha! moments. Therefore, any claim that the catalyst for insight

is a simulation model, and more specifically the animated display of

the simulation model, has relied largely on supposition and anec-

dotal evidence from case studies. Meanwhile, relatively little task-

based behavioural research has been conducted aiming to support

the above claims; and where it has, the results are mixed (Bell &

O’Keefe, 1995).

To address this dearth of evidence, this paper describes an exper-

imental study that aims to test whether and how insights are gener-

ated from DES models. Our contribution is to provide a more in-depth

understanding of insight in the context of simulation and empirical

evidence on the role of simulation in generating insight.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we describe in

more detail the concept of insight and discuss how it relates to the

simulation context. Then, we review the limited evidence that exists

surrounding the use of simulation models and insight. In Section 3,

we present the experimental study, explaining the research hypothe-

ses, the experimental design, the participants, the procedure, the de-

pendent measures and the materials used. Section 4 details the re-

sults of the study, followed by a discussion on the value of simulation

models in insight generation, the limitations of the study and sugges-

tions for future work (Section 5).
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2. Insight and simulation

This section provides the conceptual foundation for our experi-

mental study. We first introduce the concept of insight from relevant

fields and we discuss its relevance to the simulation context. We then

discuss the evidence that currently exists in the academic literature

regarding the role of simulation in generating insight.

2.1. The concept of insight

The word ‘insight’ is used in two ways. It is used as a state of un-

derstanding – that is, to have insight into something (Smith, 1995).

Insight is also described as an experience, an Aha! experience, in-

volving a moment of epiphany (Schooler, Fallshore, & Fiore, 1995).

This view is originally encountered in the story of Archimedes of

Syracuse when he discovered the principle of displacement–‘eureka’.

For this research we adopt this latter concept, proposing it as an ap-

proach to measure the value of simulation as a means for creating

knowledge.

To explore Aha! insight in more depth, relevant literature is con-

sidered and in particular the theoretical domain of Gestalt theory

(Maier, 1940, Mayer, 2010), creative cognitive psychology (Sternberg,

2009) and a collection of studies on insight that have attempted to

conceptualise the phenomenon (Kounios & Beeman, 2009, Metcalfe &

Wiebe, 1987). Despite the fact that these streams of literature do not

share the same theoretical foundations, it seems that they all agree

upon the phenomenological perspective of the concept: a satisfac-

tory solution to a problem suddenly emerges after overcoming an

impasse. An impasse is the state in which a problem solver realises

that initial ideas do not solve the problem, but at the same time feels

that all the possibilities have been exhausted (Schooler et al., 1995).

Generating insight is a productive activity which is about doing some-

thing new or novel. New ideas that do not lead to the solution itself

but are relevant to finding the solution are described as false insights

(Isaak & Just, 1995). They usually occur when the cause of a problem

is misunderstood. In particular, in false insight, a person approaches

the problem in a new or novel way, but without having a correct view

of the problem. When false insights emerge, the suggested idea is not

a satisfactory solution to the problem.

Insight differs from other problem solving approaches, such as in-

tuition, which are often used synonymously in everyday speech. Dane

and Pratt (2007) explain that while the concept of insight involves

some degree of non-conscious thought, it arises through logical con-

nections between a problem and the solution. Intuition, in contrast,

relies on non-conscious associative connections. Insight also differs

from guessing in that the latter does not require making any sort of

connection (i.e. conscious or unconscious). As a result, in problem

solving with insight, a person is able to justify the suggested solution,

whereas in problem solving with intuition, or guessing, the person

is not.

Social scientists have offered many explanations about the

mental mechanisms of insight generation which seem somewhat

interrelated. In short, in achieving illumination (i.e. generating

insight), a problem solver may overcome implicitly imposed con-

straints (Weisberg, 1995), change mental representations, become

aware of a new association between parts of a system, change the

meaning of some problem element, or assimilate possible solutions

from the environment (Davidson, 1995). In other words, it is believed

that prior knowledge and experience constrain people’s worldview,

and, as a result, this knowledge may prevent them from seeing the

world as it really is. Nevertheless, by using past experience as a build-

ing block, avoiding being confined by habits or irrelevant associa-

tions, the problem solver may eventually identify the appropriate

way to solve a problem; and hence insights emerge. For a more de-

tailed discussion on insight see Gogi, Tako, and Robinson (2014).

Table 1

Some examples of insights found in the simulation literature and possible mental

mechanisms of experiencing insight.

Examples of insight in the

simulation literature

Possible explanations of the mental

mechanism of experiencing insight

Robinson (2001)

The stakeholders realise that there is

no actual need for hiring lower

skilled staff to work on the helpline

Overcoming implicitly imposed

constraints

Lee (2010)

Two subjects succeed in making

significant improvements on their

second representation of the water

cycle compared to their initial one

Changing mental representation

Lee (2010)

One subject builds new structural

associations during the second

representation of the water cycle

Becoming aware of a new association

between parts of a system

Monks et al. (2014)

Some participants succeed in

ceasing a common misconception

about the relationship between

resource utilisation and service level

Changing the meaning of some

problem element

Bakken et al. (1992)

Some participants manage to apply

insights learned from the first game

to a second one

Assimilating possible solutions from

the environment

2.2. Insight in the simulation context

Applying the above in the context of DES, it can be claimed that

insight occurs when people using a simulation model suddenly know

how to improve the performance of a system after several failed alter-

native attempts (i.e. what-ifs scenarios). The strategy used to achieve

major improvements in the system involves doing something new or

novel. So, we can identify that insight occurs during the experimen-

tation phase of a simulation project if the users go through a problem

solving pattern where an impasse (i.e. a phase in which simulation

users only run what-if scenarios which are similar to existing unsuc-

cessful strategies) is followed by a sudden realisation/generation of

new or novel ideas that achieve major improvements in the perfor-

mance of as system. After the experience of an Aha! moment, the

users must be able to justify the rationale underlying the suggested

solution that has arisen. We note that since a simulation model is

a simplification of the real world (Robinson, 2008) insights only re-

late to the model, and they must be interpreted in the light of wider

knowledge about the real-life system.

Table 1 provides a non-exhaustive list of instances of insight found

in the simulation literature. For each example, a possible explana-

tion about the mental mechanisms of experiencing insights is sug-

gested with respect to the cognitive psychology theories introduced

in Section 2.1.

In this research, we use a single problem (i.e. the NHS111 case

study as described in Section 3.6.1) to explore the value of simulation

in generating insights. As such, it is not possible to study assimilat-

ing possible solutions from the environment (i.e. there is no second

game and consequently transferring knowledge acquired from one

simulation game to another is not possible). In our case study, we also

make explicit the parts of the system and all the associations between

them. Therefore, it is not possible to study changing mental repre-

sentation or becoming aware of some problem elements. Instead, we

consider both implicitly imposed constraints and misconceptions of

some problem element in order to study the value of simulation in

generating insights.

2.3. Empirical evidence on insights with simulation models

There is very limited empirical evidence on the role of DES

in learning and generating insight. This is despite Richels’ (1981)
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